BRITHEING IDEAS FROM PORTUGAL TO THE WORLD

AIPI, the Portuguese Lighting Association, was created in 1997, by people and companies, since long time involved and operating with decorative lighting, as the response to the nowadays needs for safety, quality and international performances of the lighting industry.

Once again we will organize the participation of Portuguese companies in an international Lighting Fair that will show all the visitors our products and quality.

Come meet the BRIGHTENING IDEAS FROM PORTUGAL TO THE WORLD, and light up your home with the Portuguese style!

AIPI - PORTUGUESE LIGHTING ASSOCIATION
Rua Álvaro Pires de Miranda, Lote 47, r/c B
P.O. BOX 3103
2401-904 Leiria
Portugal

T. +351 244 835 067
F. +351 244 835 593

aipi@aipi.pt
www.aipi.pt
lighting

CASTRO LIGHTING®
HALL 4 · STAND G97

G.MEX
HALL 4 · STAND F88

K-LIGHTING® by CANDIBAMBU
HALL 5B · STAND G43

LATOARIA PONTE ROL
HALL 4 · STAND F94
With more than 35 years of experience, our company distributes a range of products, not only in Portugal and the European Community, but also at world level company.

Our products are for those people, who are seeking a type of illumination that dominates the atmosphere, giving tones of elegance, majesty and enchantment.

The excellent materials used are added guarantee to the quality of the finished products, unique and exclusive pieces that can be seen in homes, hotels, churches and palaces all over the world.
G. Mex is a manufacturer company with 25 years in the market of lighting, producing ceiling, table, floor and wall lamps.

We principally use brass, finishing the articles in any way the client wishes, including shiny polished, tarnished, brushed nickel, shiny chrome and oxidised.

We can also paint items in any RAL colour. We can also produce exclusive models for our client.
K-Lighting is an international brand, created by the company Candibambu, specialized in the creation and production of lighting.

Inspired by the comfort and simplicity of forms we have a wide range of products made of different materials such as wood, glass and, recently, nickel.

Our purpose is to create the lighting of yesterday, today and for the future.
The Latoaria Ponte Rol offers a range of classic and modern fixtures, services such as lighting design for construction, decoration and architecture, combining quality of life for its customers.

Since 1982 manufacturing decorative lights, stands out for being a modern, dynamic with fast service, personalized and more humane. This customization extends from the adequacy of lighting fixtures according to the needs of customers through the development of special products.
tableware

**CUTIPOL**
HALL 3 • STAND C59

**HERDMAR® by MANUEL MARQUES HERDEIROS**
HALL 3 • STAND B75

**IVO CUTELARIAS**
HALL 3 • STAND B77

**SILAMPPOS**
HALL 3 • STAND B73
In a sector such as cutlery, where classical design and materials have predominated for decades, Cutipol sees it as essential to present a very diversified range of cutlery.

The Cutipol range includes traditional and modern design, in which great attention has been paid to detail. These new modern patterns called for a great deal of technical knowledge and meticulous care. Although modern machinery is used for much of the work, the old traditional craftsmanship still plays a major role.
HERDMAR - 1911-2011

A Century dining with your family. Our cutlery items exclusively produced in our family business placed by the north of Portugal are exported to over more than 50 different countries around the world.

Inspired by nature, influenced by history our items are made with a strong passion handed by every one of our 3 generations. Innovation, creativity and functionality are always in our mind by every new product either in casual or traditional style.

HERDMAR® by MANUEL MARQUES HERDEIROS
Rua de S. Cláudio, 2710
4805-015 Barco S. Cláudio · P.O. BOX 4004
4806-851 Caldas das Taipas · Guimarães
Portugal

T. +351 253 470 080
F. +351 253 470 089

geral@herdmar.com
www.herdmar.com

Mrs. Maria José Marques
HALL 3 · STAND B75
IVO Cutelarias, Lda. founded in 1954, specialized in the manufacture of cutlery for home and professional use.

Full of tradition and passion for quality cutlery, accompanied by a strong R&D, Design and Technology.

IVO Cutelarias, Lda. has a position as a world reference in the production of cutlery from the perspective of professional excellence.

IVO CUTELARIAS
Estrada Nacional 360, 20
P.O. BOX 1
2500-770 Santa Catarina CLD
Portugal

T. +351 262 925 340
F. +351 262 925 341

ivocutelarias@ivocutelarias.com
www.ivocutelarias.com

Mrs. Vivina Peralta · manager
HALL 3 · STAND B77
Founded in 1951, SILAMPOS is a Portuguese company specialized in stainless steel cookware. Silampos cookware is manufactured using the best materials and is the result of qualified workmanship regulated by demanding engineering and design departments, attentive to the latest innovations and technological advances, and bringing together functionality, modernity, quickness, and elegance. Exports all around the world to more than 40 countries.

Silampos is the Portuguese market leader with Silampos brand and English market leader with Stellar brand.

SILAMPOS
Rua das Cortinhas, 301
P.O. BOX 2004
3701-906 Cesar
Portugal

T: +351 256 850 400
F: +351 256 850 401

m_externo@silampos.pt
www.silampos.pt

Mr. Bernardo Campos Araujo · export manager
HALL 3 · STAND B73
CARVING
HALL SB ACTUEL · STAND H15

COLUNEX®
HALL 7 PROJECTS · STAND A125 + B126

FRATO
HALL 7 SCENES D’INTERIEUR · STAND B23 + C24

GLAMMIRE® by RECUPERADORES PACHINHA
HALL SB ACTUEL · STAND K24

HOMES IN HEAVEN
HALL 5A COTE DECO CHARME · STAND C48

JOÃO ANDRADE SILVA
HALL SB ACTUEL · STAND B43

JOSÉ LEITE DE CASTRO
HALL 4 COTE DECO REFERENCES · STAND G74 + H73

MAMBO UNLIMITED IDEAS
HALL 1 ETHNIC CHIC MIC · STAND E34 + F33

MORDOMAS
HALL SB ACTUEL · STAND A29 + B40

OUISENSE
HALL 4 COTE DECO REFERENCES · STAND F1

PAULO RAMUNNI DESIGN
HALL SB ACTUEL · STAND C44

PIDAO GROUP
HALL SB ACTUEL · STAND C19

PLADEC by POLO JCP
HALL 7 PROJECTS · STAND M140

SERIP by MÁRIO J. PIRES
HALL 4 COTE DECO REFERENCES · STAND F1

THEPOLOART
HALL 4 COTE DECO REFERENCES · STAND H15

TRASTES E CONTRASTES
HALL 4 COTE DECO REFERENCES · STAND G34 + H33

HOME CONCEPT
HALL 2 · STAND D63

JOTABE
HALL 2 · STAND D82 + E81

LORDELO
HALL 2 · STAND C96

TEXTEIS ÍRIS
HALL 2 · STAND H90 + I89